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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper continues the study of the propagation of singularities for semi- 
linear wave equations begun in [4]. There, semilinear wave equations on Iw were 
studied and it was shown that singularities in the initial data propagate only 
on the boundary of the light cone and not into the interior. In that paper 
“smooth” meant Cm and “singular” meant continuous and the main result 
said roughly that the Cm smoothness in the interior of the light cones along 
which singularities propagate for linear 2nd-order wave equations is not 
destroyed by the addition of nonlinear terms. In this paper the results of [4] 
are extended by allowing the presence of boundaries and by allowing jump 
singularities in the data. 
We will concentrate on Dirichlet boundary conditions as the easiest illustration 
of our methods. Neumann and Robin’s conditions are briefly discussed in 
Section 5. Thus we wish to consider the following initial-boundary-value 
problem for u = u(x, t): 
Utt - u,, =f@, t, u, % , ut), (x, t) E [w+ x [w+, 
4% 0) = fl@>, 
Ut(% 0) = f&4 (1) 
40, t) = 4(t). 
We assume that f and #J are Cm functions of their arguments so that the forcing 
term and boundary conditions do not themselves introduce new singularities 
(see the discussion in Section 5). We will assume that the initial datafr and fi 
are smooth (that is, Cm) in some regions and singular in others and we wish to 
prove that local solutions of (1) exist, and that global solutions exist under some 
circumstances. Most importantly, we will determine the singularity structure 
of the solution U(X, t) on IW+ x [w f. We find, as expected, that the singularities 
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of the initial data propagate along the characteristics of the corresponding 
linear problem. What is surprising isthat the solution remains C” in regions 
where the backward characteristics do not intersect the initial singular set a,; 
that is, there is no production of weaker singularities (caused by the mixing of 
the modes due to the nonlinear term) which propagate into the interior of the 
light cone. Thus, referring toFig. 2, the solution is actually C;* in region IV, 
not just CN for some A? It has been shown that this phenomenon is peculiar to 
one-space dimension [3]. Certainly, our methods exploit he special factorization 
of the wave operator in one dimension. 
In order to simplify the proofs, we will assume throughout hat fr and f2 have 
compact support. It is clear intuitively from finite propagation speed that 
support restrictions arenot related to the propagation of singularities and, 
indeed, the theorem can easily be generalized tohandle the case where fi and fi 
do not have compact support. 
No structural ssumptions off ( except that it be Cm) are required for the 
local results of Section 2. To simplify the proofs, we will assume that 
f (x, t, 0, 0,O) = 0 so that if the initial data have compact support, the solution 
will have compact support in x for each t; this restriction ca easily be removed. 
As is usual in nonlinear problems, the global results do require structural 
assumptions on f and the nature of the argument depends somewhat on the type 
of assumptions used. We prove global results under various hypotheses in 
Section 3. In Section 4 we show how these one-dimensional results can be 
applied to spherically s mmetric waves in three dimensions. Finally, Neumann 
conditions, Robin’s conditions, two-point initial-boundary-value problems, 
and other extensions of this work are briefly discussed in Section 5. 
2. LOCAL PROPAGATION 
Before reformulating (1) as a system of integral equations, we first introduce 
convenient notation for the characteristics of the corresponding linear system. 
Let D, represent differentiation in the (1, 1) direction a d D- represent differen- 
tiation in the (--I, 1) direction. Given (x, t) E [w+ x (w+, define the curves 
C+(x, t) and C-(X, t) by C-(X, t) = {(x + s, t - s): 0 G s G t}; C+(x, t) = 
{<x - s, t - s): 0 G s G t} if x 2 t and C+(x, t) = C;(X, t) u C~(CC, t) in case 
x<t, where C;(x,t)={(x-s,t-s):O<s<x) and Cr(x,t)= 
{<s, t- x - s): 0 G s Z$ t - x}. We will always use t to denote arc-length 
parametrization. SeeFig. 1. 
Now, set r~ = +(uE + z+) and w = Q(u, - ut) with Q(X) = &(fi(x) + fi(x)) 
and w,,(x) = *(f;(z) - fi(x)), and define 
[I-WI (~9 t) =f& + t> - 2” s,(. t) 45) dt. 
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It follows that II, = v + w, ut = v - w, and U(X, t) = I-(w), so that (1) may 
be restated as 
vt - 0, = &f(x, t, I-(w), v + w, v - w), 
Wt + w, = - +J(x, t, I-(w), v + w, v - w), 
v(x, 0) = v&4, (2) 
w(x, 0) = f%(x), 
I-(w)@, t) = w>. 
Finally, we set fVJx, t) = (1/23/2)f(~, t, I-(w), v + w, v - w) and re- 
formulate (2) as a system of integral equations: 
x a t, 4x, 0 = wok - t) - [v+~z,t,fv,.(O df, 
(3) 
x d t, 4x, 0 = v'o(t - 4 + /qMt, t,ftw(5) d5 - W - 4 
+ ' 
- 
s 4, (2 I,fw(5) d5. + ’ 
By differentiating in the D, and D- directions one can easily check that (3) 
is (formally) equivalent to (2), so we set out to solve (3). First, we define the 
space Y(u, uJ , 0,) for the initial data. A function h is in 9 if: 
(i) h is defined for all x E R+ except possibly for a finite set oJ = {xi}. 
We always assume that u, does not contain zero. a 3 (supp h) u uJ is assumed 
to be compact in lR+; 
(ii) h is continuous and bounded on R+\uJ; 
(iii) h is Cm with bounded derivatives on W+\uJ except on the closed set 
a, C R+\uJ . Set us = uc U 0,. 
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For h E $(a, a, , G,) we define the following norms: 
II h lliN:“’ = sup I 44 + i sup / D%(x)1 . 
rEOC &(I z!ER+\o, 
Note that if xi E a, is an isolated point of us , then h and all of its derivatives have 
limits from the right and left at xi . On the other hand, if xi E uJ is not isolated 
then even h itself need not have limits from the right or left at xi . 
We wish to use the contraction mapping principle to solve (3) for small times. 
As in [4], the heart of the matter is to find a space of pairs (v, w> with smoothness 
properties that are reproduced when one applies the integral operators on the 
right side of (3). That is, we must determine what differentiability properties 
we expect of the solution and build these properties into the space on which we 
hope to prove that the right-hand side is a contraction. Once we find the right 
space, the estimates involved in the contraction mapping argument are straight- 
forward. 
First we describe various subsets of Rto = [w+ x [0, t,,] (see Fig. 2): 
I? = ((x, t> 1 x + t E a,>; 
1% E {(x, t) ( x > t, x - t E u,} u {(x, t> 1 x < t, t - x E us}; 
I =finIX; 
II = I?\I; 
III = %\I; 
IV = R,J(I u II u III). 
FIGURE 2 
From the results of[4], we expect the solution of (3) to be Cm in IV, infinitely 
often Df differentiable in III, infinitely often D- differentiable in II, and only 
piecewise continuous in I. For this reason we define our basic space as follows. 
Suppose first that the jump set a, is empty. Then let X(N, t,) denote the space 
of real-valued continuous bounded functions Z(x, t) on Rio such that: 
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(a) E(x, t) = 0 in case [x - t, x + t] f7 u = 0, if x 3 t, or [0, x + t] n 
u = ,@ and [0, t - x] n supp I/ = m if x < t. 
(b) I(x, t) is bounded and continuous in I. Set 
II 111 I,fO = SUP I 2 I . 
1 
(c) E(x, t) is N times continuously D--differentiable with bounded 
derivatives in &\(I u III). Set 
N 
(d) E(x, t) is N times continuously D+-differentiable with bounded 
derivatives in &\(I u II). Set 
X(N, to) is a Banach space under the norm 
II ll N,tO = II Q+*to + II 4-d” + II 1IlLto * 
In the case where oI is nonempty, we modify this definition as follows. Let R, 
denote those points of RtO which are on the forward characteristics (with 90 
reflections at the t-axis) from the points xi c a, . Then I E X(N, to) is only 
defined on RtO\RJ and is only required to have properties (a)-(d) on RtO\RJ. 
The regions I-IV are defined in the same way as above except that all points 
in RJ are excluded. In this case also, X(N, to) is a Banach space. We remark 
that if xi E a, is an isolated point of (TV then an I E X(N, t,,) will have jump 
discontinuities to all orders at those points on the forward characteristics from xi 
which are also in region IV. 
The following lemma is the heart of the matter since it shows that integrating 
functions in X(N, to) along %7+ or %- reproduces the differentiability properties 
of X(N, to). 
LEMMA. Let 1 be in X(N, t,) and define 
Then k+ are in X(N, t,,) and there is a constant, C(N, t,), independent of 1, so that 
II k+ ll~.to G WC to) II ZIh.t,, . (4) 
Furthermore, C(N, to) -+ 0 as to + 0. 
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Proof. We prove the lemma for K,; the proof for K- is similar. First, note 
that if <x, t) $ RJ , then k+(x, t) is well defined since 1is continuous and bounded 
on %?+(x, t) except for at most finitely many points. The estimate /I k, Illpt, < 
C(N, to) 11 ZIjN,t, is trivial. 
Second, by the definition f%7+(x, t), the D+ derivative of k, exists in RtO\R, 
and 
= Z(x, t). 
Thus k, is N + 1 times D+-differentiable in R,J(I u II u RJ) and 11 k, ljfvtO < 
COY to) II l/l+,tO . 
Now, let (x, t) be in RtO\(I u III u RJ) and suppose t 3 x. Then 
D-k+& 4 = $7 & lj” y (r-h t+h) ‘(‘) dS- s,,,.,,) ‘(‘d’/ *+ ’ 
Dividing the integrals into parts as suggested by Fig. 3 and using the dominated 
convergence theorem, we find that the limit exists and 
D-k+@, t> = j-%, (zt) (D-Z) (5) df + s,r,, JD+Z) (8 d5+ Z(t - x, 0) +W> t - 4. + * + ’ (5) 
Note that D-Z exists along C;(x, t) and D+Z exists along ??l(x, t) because 
(x, t) E Rt,\(I w III u R,). Writing down the D- difference quotient for D-k, 
using (5), we find that Dm2k+ exists in RtO\(I u III) and 
P-2k+) (x,4 =s,, (et) (De2Z) (5) de - (D-Z) (0, t - x) + D-[Z(O, t - x)] 
+ ’ 
+ lqLt) 
(D+2O (0 d5 + (DJ) (0, t - x) + D-W - x, O)]. 
(6) 
We can take the D- derivative of Z(t - x, 0) since t - x $ (TV, since (x, t) 6 
I u III U Ii,. Note that (0, t - x) is also in region IV, so we can continue this 
process of computing Dpik+ because we only get boundary terms at (t - X, O> 
and (0, t - x). This proves that k+(x, t) is N times D--differentiable if (x, t) E 
RtO(I u III u RJ) and t 3 x. The proof for t < x is similar but easier since 
in that case 97+(x, t) has only one leg. Finally, the estimate [I k, Il.+ < C(N, to) 
II IIwo follows directly from the representations (such as (5) and (6)) for Dmik+ . 1 
THEOREM 1 (Local Propagation). Let 4 be a Cc0 function on Iw+ and let f be 
a Cm fzmction on [W+ X Ii%+ X [w3 which satisfies f(x, t, 0, 0,O) = 0. Let fi be 
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FIGURE 3 
absolutely continuous with supp fi C a C [Wf and suppose that f i and fi are in 
JqJ, =, 9 a,). Set v. = &(f; + fi), w. = 8(f; -fi). Sqpse that Ib, fi ,f~ , 
satisfy the consistency conditions $(O) = fi(0), f(O) = fi(0). Then, fm any T > 0 
and nonnegative integer N, there is a t,, E (0, T], depending only on N, f, u, 11 v. [IF’, 
II eu, II?, II f r [O, TIIIf,N’, and there are unique functions v,w in X(N, to) such that 
(3) holds on RtO = [w+ x [0, to]. 
Moreover, if we set u G I-(w), then u is in X(N + 1, to), II is continuous onRtO , 
and, if N > 1, u satisfies D+D-u = f = D-D+u at all (x, t} in region IV (that is, 
at all <x, t> whose backward characteristics, including 90” reflection at the t-axis, 
do not intersect uJ. Furthermore, ~(0, t) = 4(t). 
Proof. Fix to and N, let Z(N, to) = X(N, to) @ X(N, to), and define 
v(o)(x, t) = vo(x + t); w(o)(x, t) = wo(x - t) for x > t and w(O)(x, t) = 
vo(t - x) - $‘(t - x) for x ,< t. Then, the properties ofo. , w. , $ imply that 
(do), w(O)) is in Z(N, to) so we can define 
z(N, to) = ((v, w) E WY to) IIIC~, w> - (n(O), ~(~))ll~.t, < 11. 
Let A be the map A+%‘: (v, w) -+ (M, , M,), where 
x 3 t, 
x < t. 
When x = t, the definitions f MS agree because of the consistency onditions. 
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Now, suppose that (v, w) E Z(N, to). Since fi is Cm with bounded derivatives 
on R+\u, and is continuous and bounded on oc , fl(x + t) E X(N, t,,). And, by 
the lemma Jv-(~,~) w(t) dt is in X(N, to). ThusI- =fl(x+t) + ~~&-(~.t) 45) dt 
is in X(N, t,). Therefore, since f is Cal fu,,Jx, t)= (1/22j2) f(~, t, I-(W), 
v -I- w, v - w) is in X(N, t,) too. Using the lemma again, we conclude that Mr 
and M2 are in X(N, to), so JZ takes Z(N, to) into itself. If (v, w) E z(Ar, to), then 
II A(u, w> - (@)l w(“))llN,t, 
< C(N, h) i~fu,&> t)ilN,to (by the lemma) (7) 
,< CPL to) C(N,f, u, !I no IILN’, II w. I~?, i/#’ i‘ [O, TIP), 
since ~I(v, w)/i N.$ < //(ho, w”>ll N,tO + 1. In the region x > supneo h + to , the 
functions V, w, and I-(w) are zero so f is zero for such x, 0 < t < to . On the 
compact set 0 < x < supAE, h + to , 0 < t < to , V, w, and I-(w) take values 
in a compact set, so only the partial derivatives off on a compact set are needed 
in the estimate of I/ fv,Jx, t)llN,to . This was used in the next to last step above. 
Since C(N, t,,) + 0 as to -+ 0 by the lemma, (7) shows that ~8’ takes z(N, to) 
into itself or to small enough. A similar argument shows that it is a contraction 
for to small. The unique fixed point (v, w) satisfies (3). 
Now, set u = I-(w). Then for .2* > t 
4x, 4 =f& + t) -21’2 .c, (~t) w(E) d5- . (8) 
= f& + t) - 21’2 / 
W-(x. t)
(~‘“‘(0 - j-g 
+ 
ccjfwdd dT) dt 
=f& - 4 + P2 Jv+,, t) pc4 + .r,-( T ,fv.,(O d() dT 
=fi(x - t) + P” J, (z t) $7) dT 
i I 
because 
(9) 
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since both integrals are just fu,, integrated over the same triangle. A similar, 
but slightly more complicated calculation using the consistency condition shows 
that for x < t, 
(8) shows that, away from RJ , u is continuously D--differentiable and D-U = 
-2r/sw. Equations (9) and (10) show that, away from R, , ?I is continuously 
D+-differentiable and D+u = 21i2v. The representations also show that u has 
the right support property. Thus, u is in X(N + 1, to), and furthermore, (10) 
shows that ~(0, t) = 4(t). Representations (8), (9), (10) also show that u extends 
continuously across all the lines in R, , except possibly at the intersections of 
lines. But since 4 andf, are uniformly continuous and 21 and w are bounded, u 
is uniformly continuous and thus extends uniquely to the intersection points. 
Thus u is continuous on Rt . 
Finally, if N > 1, then w” is D+-differentiable and z, is D--differentiable in 
region IV. Since v and w satisfy (3), D-v = (1/23/2)fv,w and D+w = 
41/2”‘“>.f,>uJ * Therefore, in region IV, 
D-D,u = D-21i2v = if (x, t, u, u, , uJ = -DD,21i2w = D,D-u. (11) 
This completes the proof. 1 
We make several remarks. Note that in the case N = 1, (11) does not quite 
imply (1) since u may not be twice continuously D,- and D,-differentiable. 
(However, by using the Fourier transform as in Theorem 3 of [4] one can 
easily see that (11) does imply (1) if N > 2.) In fact, N > 2 is sufficient [l]. 
In this local theorem, N makes a difference since t, depends on N. In the global 
theorem in the next section we get global existence in t for each N and this will 
imply that u is Cm in the usual sense in region IV and, in particular, that (1) 
holds there. Note also that since v and w are in X(N, to), u is zero where it 
should be, i.e., at points <x, t) such that [x - t, x + t] n CJ = o if x 3 t 
and/or [0, x + t] n u = o and [0, t - x] n supp 4 = ia if x < t. 
As we remarked above, if all the points of oJ are isolated from uc , then the 
initial data and all their derivatives will have well-defined limits from the left 
and right at the points of ‘TV . If some points of (T, are not isolated from uc we can 
assume that the data have such limits. If we do so then the local solution described 
above has corresponding additional properties. Label the regions into which 
the lines in RJ break up Rip by Rj , j = l,..., m. For each j, let Xj denote space 
of functions on Rj (including boundaries) which satisfy hypotheses (a)-(d) on 
Rj , derivatives transverse to the boundary being taken only toward the interior. 
We can define X = @E, Xi and prove local existence on 2 = X @ X just as 
above. The solution thus consists of pieces defined on each Rj (including 
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boundaries), soit can be thought of as being double valued on the lines in RJ and 
quadruple valued where the lines intersect. Each piece is continuous up to the 
boundary. On certain boundaries even more will be true. For if a point xi, E a, 
is isolated, then the solution will have all derivatives up to the corresponding 
lines in I;;. 
In the case where uc = a, the solution u of Theorem 1 is a weak solution 
of (1) in a natural way. Since u is Cm except on RJ , f(x, t, u, u, , ut) is a Cm 
function on RtO except for RJ , a set of measure zero. If 4 is a Cm function with 
support in the interior fRtO , and [ = (I/2i12)(x - t), 7 = (l/2’12)(x + t), then 
(since u is continuous) 
= WY2 jR 
% 
,RJ (jW++) 4) df 
= 2W2 jR 
to 
\RJ (j C--D+4 4) dt 
=.i s f(x, t, u, u, , 4 4 dx dt. R% 
The next-to-last step holds because w is continuous across those lines in R, on 
which E is constant. u also satisfies theother hypotheses of the class of “piecewise 
weak solutions” tudied in [5]. If uG is not empty then uZ and ut may not make 
sense on a set of positive measure so u will be a weak solution in the above 
sense only if doesn’t depend on u, , ut or if its terms have special forms such as 
(a/&)g(x, t, U) or (a/at) h(x, t, u), in which case these derivatives can be 
transferred tothe $ in the expression ssf$ dx dt. 
3. GLOBAL PROPAGATION 
Global existence in time for nonlinear differential equations is normally proven 
by proving appropriate a priori estimates. In our case, the proof that the a priori 
estimates do imply global existence is a little more subtle than usual because of 
the complicated ifferentiability properties of the functions in Z(N, t,,); so we 
begin with this argument. Suppose that ZIP and w,, are in Y(u, oj , a,) and that 
there is a locally bounded function bN(t), depending on er, w0 , so that if a 
solution of (3) exists in Z(N, t), then I/( o, w)/I~,~ < bN(t). Then we will say that 
solutions of(3) are a priori ZocuZZy bounded in Z(N, t). 
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THEOREM 2. Let v, and q, be in 9(a, a,, C a ) and suppose that the solution 
of (3) given by Theorem 1 is a priori locally bounded in Z(N, t). Then there exists 
(v(x, t), w(x, t)) satisfying (3) for all t < 0~) and Il(v, w)\I~,~ < b&t) for each t. 
Proof. Let T be the sup of the t such that a solution exists atisfying the 
bound, suppose T < co, and let 0 < s < T. To use the usual argument we 
would use the solution w(x, s), v(x, s) at s as initial data for the local propagation 
results. The a priori estimate would give uniform bounds on norms of w(x, s), 
v(x, s), so by choosing sclose nough to T and by using the local result we would 
extend the solution past T thus contradicting the maximality of T if T < CO. 
However, this does not work: The data at time s are not Cm on a certain set 
u(s) = ff+(s) u u-(s), where u+(s) and u-(s) are singularities whjch got there by 
propagating to the right and left, respectively (to simplify the explanation we 
ignore the boundary temporarily). Ifwe use the local argument directly the 
local theorem will tell us that the singularity set u(s) propagates both to the 
right and left for t 3 s. But, we want to show that only u+(s) keeps propagating 
to the right and u-(s) propagates to the left. We thus need the following argument. 
For s1 > s, let Y(N, s, sJ denote the set of pairs (K(x, t), Z(x, t)) such that 
k(x, t) = v(x, t), Z(x, t) = w(x, t) for 0 G t G s (where (v, w) is the solution 
of (3)) and such that (A, 1) is in Z(N, sr) except that k and I are not required 
to have any differentiability properties across the line t = s. We put the Z(N, sl) 
norm on Y(N, s, si) excluding in the sups the points (x, t), where t = s. 
Y(N, s, si) is a Banach space and it is nonempty because if we define 
k,(x, t) = v(x + (t - s), 4
lo@, t) = w(x - (t - s), s) 
Zo(x, t) = v((t - s) - x, s) - z/‘(t - x) 
for s G t \< s, , 
for s G t G s, , t - s G x, 
for s G t G s, , t - s > x, 
then (k,, 1,) E Y(N so, 1 s ). If we now write down the integral equation for 
a solution of (2) with data v(x, s), w(x, s) given at t = s, it is easy to use the 
contraction mapping principle tofind a solution (k, 2) if s1 - s is small enough. 
The proof of the differentiability properties u es the fact that v(x, s) and w(x, s) 
are not arbitrary data at t = s but can be expressed in terms of v. , w, via (3). 
Further, the a priori estimate shows that the required small size of s, - s does 
not depend on s for s < T so we can choose s close nough to T so that si > T. 
Finally, using the integral equations atisfied by (K, 1) and (3), it is easy to 
check that <k, Z) satisfy (3) for all t < T. Thus, by uniqueness <k, Z) = (v, w) 
for t < T which shows that (k, 1) is an extension of <v, w> across t = T and, 
in particular, that (k, Z), the fixed point in Y(N, s, sl), has the right differen- 
tiability properties across t= s. 1 
COROLLARY. Suppose that fi , fi , f, # satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and 
suppose that (v, w) is apriori locally bounded in Z(N, t) for each N. Then u = I-(w) 
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is in X(N, t) for all t and N, ~(0, t) = 4(t), and u is C” in region IV for all t and 
satisfies (1) there. 
Proof. u is in n X(N, t) by the argument in Theorem 1. The fact that 
u E n X(N, t) implies that u is Cm is proved in [4, Corollary to Theorem 6]. 1 
The following theorem reduces the question of a priori boundedness in 
Z(N, t) to one of a priori boundedness in Z(0, t). This is important because the 
norm in Z(N, t) is very complicated while the norm in Z(0, t) is just the sup 
norm on R,\R, . 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that v,, and w,, are in $(a, a, , 0,) and suppose that the 
solution given by Theorem 1, (v, w>, is a priori locally Z(0, t) bounded. Then 
(v, w) is a priori locally Z(N, t) boundedfor all N. 
Proof. Fix t = T, suppose that a solution of (3) exists in Z(1, T), and let 
b. = su~~~t~r ho(t). Let a0 = su~~+~, If&4 + ~~~~~~~~~~ I f&)l and Pi = 
(/ v. 112) + I] w. ]I$‘. Denote the variables in f(., ., ., ., .) by (x, t,p, q, r), let 
m = supAE, h + T, and let f. denote the sup off on [0, m] x [0, T] x [0, olo + 
21/2boTJ x [0, bo]2. As b f e ore let R, = [w+ x [0, TJ. For (x, t) E RT\RJ we 
have I D-v I = ( fv,, / < f. since 
< a0 + 21’2boT. 
Similarly, / D+w ( < f. . Now, suppose that (x, t) E RT\(I u III u RJ). Then 
D,v exists and 
I D+v I G I D+vo@ + t>l + ~~~c.,l, I D+fw(E)I @ 
G P2 I 4(x + 4 + c,-,, t) / &~+$2$+$‘+W 
+~D+(v+w)+~D+(v-w)/dE 
(12) 
< (21’2P, + fo) + fo JQ-(2>t) I D+W4 + 2 I D+v I + 2 I D+w I 4. 
Note that x + t is not in uc u uJ and v and w are D+-differentiable along C-(x, t) 
since (x, t) E &\(I U 11 U RJR,), so the above calculations make sense. Since 
I D+W4 G v2 If,'@ + t)l + /wecz,e I D+w I d5 
< 21’2(ao + fo) 
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we have (for arbitrary (x, t) E &-\(I u II u R,)), 
so by iteration 
sup 
<r,tkRT\(IuIIuRJ) 
where co and c1 depend only onfo , T, and the norms on the initial data. Similarly, 
sup 1 D-w(x, t)l < c2e2%T, 
<~.~>ER~\(IuIIIuR~) 
where c2 and cs depend only on f. , T, the norms on the initial data, and norms 
on I/ r [0, T]. These two inequalities combined with 1 D-v 1 < f. , 1 D+w I < f. 
prove the existence of b,(t). 
Using the existence of b,(t), we can now use exactly the same idea to show 
the existence of b,(t), and so forth. At each stage the derivatives which we want 
to estimate occur linearly under certain integrals while the remaining nonlinear 
terms involve only lower-order derivatives which we have already estimated. 1 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold and that, in 
addition, there is a locally bounded function a(x, t) so that If (x, t, p, q, r)/ < 
4x, t){l + I P I + I q I + I 7 I>. Then th e solutions (v, w) of (3) and u = I-(w) 
exist for all t and satisfy the d$+rentiability properties of Theorem 1 for all t. 
Proof. According to Theorems 2 and 3 we need just show that (v, w> is 
Z(0, t) a priori bounded. This follows easily by using the formula for I-(w) and 
the hypothesis on f, and by iterating the integral equations. a 
As is well known, if f grows faster at co then one must make special structural 
assumptions on f to guarantee global existence. We want to briefly describe here 
how the method of energy inequalities can be adapted to our situation where 
the data and the solution can have jumps. From now on we will assume that 
f = f(x, u) and that crc = O. Thus the initial data are Cm with bounded 
derivatives xcept at the finitely many points in a, = {xi}. For each fixed t, let 
(p,} = {xi - t 1 X{ - t > 0}, {qi} = (t - xi I t - Xi > 0}, and {ri} = {xi + t}. 
Let [0, T] be a time interval on which the local solution given by Theorem 1 
exists in Z(1, T). Then for fixed t, v, and w are Cm with bounded derivatives 
except at {pi}, (qi}, {rS. We denote the jump discontinuity (moving from left 
to right) of a function h(x) at y by J,(h) and all integrals J”h(x) dx of piecewise 
continuous functions mean the sum of the integrals over the separate intervals 
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where h is continuous. Thus, for example, for t such that the pi , qi , and yi are 
all distinct, we get: 
ST 2 
! o z v(x, t)” dx = --VP, t)’ - C U&4 -I- J&J’) t J#):, 
(13) 
I . ;,= i 4% t>* dx = --w(O, q* - c {J,,(w’) -i-- JOi(W2) + J,Jw”)). 
Let G(x, P) = -Jif(x, P) dp and for t E [0, T], define the energy 
E(t) = i’ v(x, t)2 + w(x, t)2 + G(x, u(x, t)) dx. 
In order to differentiate E(t) we write down the difference quotient where the 
integrals E(t + h) and E(t) are sums of integrals over the intervals suggested 
by Fig. 4. Since v, w, and their derivatives are smooth up to R, (see the discussion 
FIGURE 4 
at the end of Section 2), the limit exists and (for t such that the pi , qi , and ri 
are distinct) we get: 
E’(t) = lim Jw + h) - E(t) 
h-0 h 
= s 3c 27% + 2ww, dx +C (J&J” + w”) -J,,(v” + w”) - J,.<(z,” + w”)} 0 
+ joz $ G(x, t, ~1) dx + 1 {JAG) - J,,(G) - JJW 
Note that for each i either pi or pi is missing so the corresponding terms do not 
appear in the sums. Now, since u is continuous (by Theorem l), J,((G) = 
J,*(G) = Jr,(G) = 0. And as long as pi , qi , yi are not intersection points of I 
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lines in R, , the integral equations (3) show that v is continuous across qi and ri 
and w is continuous across pi . So JDi(w) = Jr,(v) = J,,(V) = 0. Thus, 
E’(t) = j”m 2vv, + 2ww, dx - jD f(X, u) (v - w) dx 
0 
-t c U&“> + Ja,(v2) + J&“)} - c UDi(W2) + Jq(w”) + JJW”)) 
= j- 2vv, + 2ww, dx + ja 2ww, - 2~~9, dx - j; f(x, u) (71 - zu) dx 
0 0 
-t w(0, t)” - v(0, t)” 
= 4’(t) (v(O, t> + w(O, t)), (14) 
since ZI and w satisfy (2) in the intervals between the pi , qi , ri . The same proof 
works in case not all the pi , qi , ri are distinct, only the notation is more com- 
plicated. One just notices that if pi0 = qi, , then there is no interval between 
pi and qi , so formulas like (13) will have either JPiO(h) or JQtO(Iz) but not both; 
it does not matter which since they are equal. 
The simplest case in which to use (14) is that in which #(t) is constant. Then 
E’(t) = 0 so E(t) = E(0) < cc for all t. Suppose that G(x, ZL) is positive. Then 
I a v(x, t)2 + w(x, t)2 dx < E(0) 0 
for all t such that a solution exists in Z( 1, t). Fix t. Then u, exists and equals 
v(x, t) + w(x, t) except for finitely many points pi , qi , ri . Thus, since u is 
continuous (Theorem l), 
U(X, t> = - jm “(y, t) + w(y, t) dy, 
z 
so, letting X = sup{x / x E a}, we have 
1 u(x, t)l < (A + t)1’2 (j;,, v2 dx)“l + (A + t)1’2 (j;;’ w2 dx]“’ 
< 2(A + ty (E(0))“2. 
Thus u is a priori bounded. Since fp),w = f(x, u), the integral equations (3) show 
that v and w are also a priori bounded. Using the integral equations again and 
using iteration one then obtains that the 0,. and D- derivatives of v and w 
in the appropriate regions are a priori bounded just as in Theorem 3. Thus 
(v, w), the local solution in Z(1, t), is locally a priori bounded, so, just as in 
Theorem 3, (v, w) is Z(N, t) locally a priori bounded for all N > 1. 
But, what if #(t) is not constant? Then one can often handle the situation 
with the following kind of perturbation argument. 
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Suppose thatf(x, U) = --u3. Let t, > 0 andL > 0 be fixed and let T(X) be a 
cx function on [w+ so that T(X) = 1 for x <L and y(x) = 0 for x > 2L. Set 
Q F= u - #(t) n(x). Then, formally, ti satisfies 
utt - zi,, = -(a + ## - $J”?j + ylq” 
= -23 +f(x, t, u), 
qo, t) = 0, (15) 
qx, 0) = fl - WV rlw 
qx, 0) = f2 - wo rl(x)* 
If we can solve (15) globally in n Z(iV, t) then we have solved (1) globally in 
n Z(N, t) since u will have the same differentiability properties as U. Even 
though J(x, t, 0) # 0, it is zero for x > 2L so that local existence proof 
(Theorem 1) for (I 5) goes through. To prove global existence, define 
E(t) = jm 6(x, t)” + a(x, t)2 + @i(x, t)4 dx. 
0 
Then, the same proof as above shows that 
E’(t) = jm.f(s, t, u) iif dx, 
0 
in the time interval where iit exists. Now, each term ofj is of the form $(x, t)iS, 
where j = 0, I, 2. So, using the Schwarz inequality, 
1 B’(t)/ < cl (r ii4 dxj”’ (Lffi i; dxj”I + c2 ( jo= tit dxj”’ 
< c3 + c4E(t). 
Thus, s(t) < csecrt, where the constants depend on to and 4 p [0, to]. Now that 
E is a priori bounded, we can use it, as we used E above, to prove that the u 
solution is global in nnr>l Z(N, t). We summarize: 
THEOREM 5. Let fi , fi , 4 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Suppose that 
either 
(i) f = f (x, u), 4(t) is constant, and G(x, u) = s: f (x, p) dp is positive, or 
(ii) f = -u3. 
Then, the solution <v, w) of (3) is globally a priori bounded in Z(N, t) for all 
N > 1 and u = I-(w) satisJies (1) in that the boundary and initial conditions hold 
and the diSfeerentia1 equation holds in region IV. 
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In this section we have assumed that uc = o to make the discussion simpler. 
If (TV is not empty several changes need to be made in order for the results to go 
through. First, we need to assume that the initial data have right- and left-hand 
limits at the points of uJ . The solution will then have right- and left-hand limits 
across the lines of R, (see the discussion at the end of Section 2). This is necessary 
so that we can define the jumps across the pi , qi , ri in the energy argument. 
Second, the argument is somewhat longer since one needs Z(0, t) a priori local 
boundedness but one cannot differentiate the energy E(t) for (v, w) E Z(0, t). 
Thus, one first shows that E(t) is constant for (v, w) E Z(1, t) by differentiating 
as above. Then one uses the density of Z(1, t) in Z(0, t) and proves continuous 
dependence of the solution on the initial data in order to show that E(t) is 
constant for solutions (v, w) which are just in Z(0, t). 
4. SPHERICAL WAVES IN THREE DIMENSIONS 
The theory developed in the last two sections for one-dimensional wave 
equations with boundary may be applied to certain spherically symmetric 
problems in higher dimensions. Suppose that the forcing term depends only 
on t, r, 4, and 4, , where r is the distance to the origin. And suppose that the 
initial data are spherically symmetric. Then we expect the solution 4 = $(r, t) 
to be spherically symmetric, i.e., it should satisfy (in three dimensions) 
Setting u = Y$ and f (t, r, u, , U) = F(t, r, (d/dr)(u/r), u/r) we can rewrite (16) as 
Utt - %r = f (4 y, u, 7 u), 
4.9 0) = &), (17) 
ut(r, 0) = d(T). 
Of course, a boundary condition at the origin must be specified; typically the 
outward volume flux t)(t) = lim,,, 4m2$, . Suppose the case uc = ,B applies. 
Then the data are Cm except at finitely many points where they and their 
derivatives have left- and right-hand limits. As discussed at the end of Section 2, 
the solution u = Y$ will be Cm in r for each t except for finitely many points 
where it and its derivatives will have right- and left-hand limits. Thus 
lim,, ~(iY/&)(r$) = 0 so that 
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Thus in addition to (17), we specify Dirichlet boundary conditions at r = 0: 
40, t) = - &#(t). 
Depending on its structure, f(t, r, U, , U) may or may not be singular as r --, 0. 
If it is not, then we have all the hypotheses of the half-line boundary value 
discussed in Section 2. This will be the case, for example, if F(., Y, ., .) = 0 
for r small. 
As an example of the kind of information provided by the theorems of Sections 
2 and 3 consider the balloon problem in acoustics. Let 4 be the velocity potential 
for the air which is taken to be initially at rest and whose pressure is p, + p for 
Y < r,, and p, for Y > r,, .Linearizing the equations of gas dynamics about the 
state of constant pressure p, and density pa , we obtain 
b(x, 0) = 0, 
94(x, 0) = P/PO T IX <To7 
4&T 0) = 0, 1x1 >ro. 
(18) 
Since the data are spherically s mmetric we can reformulate this as a problem 
for the one-dimensional wave equation on the half-line with boundary condition 
#(t) = 0 at Y = 0. Since the problem is linear, we may solve it explicitly (see, 
for example, [6]) and the explicit form of the solution shows that the initial 
singularity atY = r. propagates out and also propagates in toward the origin, 
reflects, and then propagates out. Thus, an observer stationed at some x with 
I x / > r. will first be struck by a singularity attime (1 x 1 - ro)/ao and then 
again at (I x / + Yo)/ao . Otherwise the solution will be C”. The theorems of 
Sections 2 and 3 allow one to make the same statements about singularities if 
nonlinear terms are added to the right-hand side of (18). Of course, depending 
on the nonlinear term, one may or may not have global existence. Ifone only 
has local existence, then one has the right propagation of singularities while 
the solution exists, and if the solution is global then one has the right propagation 
for all times. 
5. OTHER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The results ofSections 2 and 3 can be proved for other boundary conditions. 
For a Neumann condition, ~~(0, t) = 4(t), one replaces the integral equation for 
w(x, t) in the case x < t by 
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For a Robin’s condition, ku(0, t) + ~~(0, t) = 7(t), one replaces the integral 
equation for w in the case x < t by 
4x7 t) = - J-@, (e t)fw d5 - J fw 6 + rl(t - 4 - dt - ~1 
+ ’ w;a;(x,t) 
- kf,(t - x) + 21t2k lve,, t) w d5. 
+ ’ 
In the case of a Neumann condition with $(t) = 0, E(t) is conserved as in 
Section 3. In the Robin’s case with T(t) = 0, E(t) is no longer conserved but, 
since E’(t) = u,u, /r=o, 
E(t) = E(o) + $ku(O, 0)2 - $ku(O, t)2. 
Thus if k > 0, E is bounded above and if G is positive, then E(t) is also bounded 
below by zero and this allows one to prove a priori estimates. Global existence 
can also be proved for a wide variety of inhomogeneous Robin’s and Neumann 
conditions by using the perturbation method discussed at the end of Section 3. 
Throughout we have assumed that the boundary values are Cm. If they are 
not, then a singularity at time t, will propagate into the right half plane on the 
line t - t, = x. This can be seen immediately from the simple way in which 
4(t), 4(t), and T(t) appear in the integral equations for w(x, t), and all the theorems 
in this paper can easily be restated to take these singularities into account. 
Finally, the methods of the paper work equally well for two-point boundary- 
value problems. 
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